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Reactor Projects Section 3B

: Insoettion Summarv

Insaection on June 1 throuch July 13. 1992 (Recort No. 50-440/92012(DRP))
( Areas Inspected: Routine unannounced safety inspection by resident inspectors

of licensee event report followup; surveillance observations; maintenance
observations; operational safety verification; plani._ startup observations;

'
engineered safety features system walkdowns; event- followup; and evaluation

i of licensee self-assessuent capabilities.

Resultu Of the eight areas inspected, two non-cited violations (NCVs) were
identified. One was in the area of licensee event report followup (Paragraph'

-

2.b) and one-was-in the area of operational safety verification (Paragraph<

5.c). Also, one 'ispection follow-up item was identified involving the-'

control of nonconforming materials (Paragraph 5.c).
.

The following is a summary of the licensee's performance during this
inspection period:-

l| P ant Operations

I Operator control of the plant while shut down, during the startup, and
subsequently at full power was good. The plant's third refueling outage was
completed on June 13, 1992, with the reactor being operated at near full power

j during the remainder of the inspection period.
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Maintenance /Surveillanet
'

The quality of observed surveillance activities was good. Weaknesses-in the
control of debris during maintenance activities and poor post maintenance
cleanup were noted.

Inaineerina and Technical Support

Performance in this area was mixed. Good engineering support of residual heat
removal system valve repairs and investigation of condensate system transients r

was noted. Initial troubleshooting efforts of the high pressure core spray i
'suppression pool suction valve appeared narrow in scope in evaluating the

potential causes for the valve failure. -

Safety Assessment and Ouality Verification

Good reviews by quality control inspectors resulted in the identification of a
nonconforming hydraulic snubber in the low pressure core spray system and
inadequate control of nonconforming materials in the hot machine shop. -

Radioloaical Controls ..

Efforts were in progress to decontaminate the containment building. Support
of plant activities by health physics personnel was good.
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DETAILS-

.

1. Persons Contacted
,

a. Cleveland Electric illuminatino Company

M. Lyster, Vice President - Nuclear
*R. Stratman, General Manager, Perry Nuclear Power

Plant (PNPP)
*K. Donovan, Manager, Licensing and Compliance
M. Gmyrek, Operations Manager, PNPP

*S. Kensicki, Director, Perry Nuclear Engineering 4

Department (PNED)
*F. Stead, Director, Perry Nuclear Support Department

(PNSD)
H. Hegrat, Compliance Engineer, PNSD

*E. Riley, Director, Perry Nuclear Assurance Department
(PNAD)

V. Concel, Manager, Technical Section, PNED
*D. Conran, Compliance Engineer, PNSD-

*W. Coleman, Manager, Quality Assurance Section
*P. Volza, Manager, Radiation Protection Section
D. Cobb, Superintendent, Plant- Operations,- PNPP
F. Von Ahn, Mechanical Engineering Unit Lead, PNED

*W. Kanda, Manager, Electrical Design Section, PNED
*R. Gaston, Compliance Engineer, PNSD
*J. Goecker, Acting Maintenance Superintendent, PNPP
*G. Cad, Contracts Maintenance Unit Supervisor, PNPP
*J. Eppich, Manager, Mechanical Design Section, PNED
*M. Mlachak, Shift Supervisor, PNPP

b. V. S. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission .

G. O'Dwyer, Reactor Engineer, Rill
P. Hiland, Senior Resident inspector, Rill

*A. Vegel, Resident inspector, Rill

Denotes those attending the exit meeting held on July 13, 1992.*

2. Licensee Event Reoort Followuo (90712, 92700)

Through review of records, tL following event reports were reviewed
to determine if reportability requirements were fulfilled, immediate
corrective actions were accomplished in -accordance with Technical
Specifications and corrective action to prevent recurrence had been
established:

a. (Closed) LER 50-440/91017-00: On October 2, 1991, during routine
operator rounds, oil was observed leaking from the lower bearing
oil reservoir for the high pressure core spray (HPCS) pump.
Subsequent investigation determined the source of the leak to be
the bearing oil. reservoir drain plug. Since the drain plug could
not be tightened sufficiently to allow operation of the HPCS
motor, the.HPCS system was declared inoperable and a 4-hour
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notification was made. The drain plug was subsequently replaced.

and-the HPCS system was returned to operable status.

Licensee's investiaation of Root Cause and Corrective Actions

Root Cause

The licensee determined the root cause for this event was design
deficiency due to the use of the drain plug as an oil saraple
collection point. The removal and installation of the drain plug
for periodic lube oil samples wore out the aluminum plug threads
thereby causing the plug to leak excessively.

Corrective Action

To prevent recurrence, the plug on the HPCS pump was replaced with
a ball valve and threaded plug arrangement. The ball valve was
installed to facilitate sampling, with the threaded outlet plug
being added to ensure oil retention in case of ball valve seat
leakage. A similar modification was installed on the A, B, and C
residual heat removal pumps and on the low pressure core spray
pump.

Inspectors Review

The inspectors initial review-of this event was' documented in
Inspection Report 50-440/91016(DRP) dated October 21, 1991.
During the current inspection period, the inspectors reviewed
applicable licensee documentation and-conducted walkdowns of
affected plant components, noting thet all corrective action
commitments were completed. The inspectors concluded that the
corrective actions appeared adequate and reasonable to prevent
recurrence. This item is closed,

b. (Clesed) LER 50-440/91019-00: On October 6, 1991, during a-plant
shutdown, a Technical Specification surveillance requirement for
the rod pattern controller was_ performed late. Twelve rod / gang
movements were performed before operators realized the error and
properly tested the rod pattern controller.

Licensee'; Investiaation of Root Cause and Corrective Actions

Root Cause

-The licensee determined the cause for the violation of the rod
pattern controller Technical Specification was personnel error and
inattention to detail. The unit supervisor, a licensed senior
reactor-operator, knew of.the requirement to test the rod pattern
controller, but was unaware of actual rod. position with respect to
the bank limits. A contributing factor to this event was
inadequate' training on the surveillance procedure. The
infrequency and lack of detailed training left the operating crew
unfamiliar with this activity.

4
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Corrective Action.

Licensee corrective actions included counseling the unit
supervisor, responsible for the missed surveillance requirement,
on the importance of attention to detail. Procedures were revised
to clarify the rod pattern controller testing requirement. The
frequency and detail of simulator training on performance of the

, surveillance was increased. As part of the established
requalification training program, all plant licensed operators
were instructed on the lessons learned from this event.

Inspectors Review

The inspectors reviewed applicable licensee documentation and
noted that all corrective action commitments were completed.
Licensee corrective actions appeared adequate to prevent-

recurrence. The licensee's failure to perform surveillance
4

instruction (SVI)-Cll-T1019, " Rod Pattern Controller System Test
Solow Low Power Setpoint," prior to inserting additional control'

j rods once the first rod / gang position below the low power setpoint
was reached, was a violation of Technical Specification 3.1.4.2

4 Action a.l. This violation was not cited because the licensee's
efforts in identifying and correcting the violation met the<

' criteria specified in Section Vll.B of the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement
Policy, 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1992)). This item is closed.

No deviations were identified; however, one non-cited violation (NCV)-
; was identified.

3. Monthly Surveillance Observation (6!726)
i

For the surveillance activities listed below, the inspectors verified'

? one or more of the following: testing was performed in accordance with
procedures; test instrumentation was calibrated; limiting conditions for
operation were met; removal and restorat4 .. of the affected components

' were properly accomplished; test results conformed with Technical
'

Specifications, procedure requirements, and were reviewed by personnel
other than the individual directing the test; and any deficiencies
identified during the testing were properly reviewed and resolved by
appropriate management personnel.

Surveillance Activity
,

ISI-B21-T1300-1 Reactor Coolant System Leakage Pressure
Test

SVI-B21-T2005 -Safety Relief Valve Exercise Test

SVI-023-T1213 Suppression Pool Average Temperature

SVI-Cll-T1006 Control Rod Maximum Scram Insertion Time
Testing-

5.
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*- SVI-E22-T1319' Emergency Diesel Generator Start and toad
i Div. 3
1

9
SVI-B21-T2001 Main Steam Line B Valve: Timing Test-

; ---

; SVI-E31-T0084A Reactor Water Cleanup Differential Flow
L High and Timer Channel A: Calibration for
; -lE31-N077A-
!

|
No violations or deviations were identified,

.

| 4. lignLh.].y Maintenance Observation (62703)
d

h ~ Station maintenance activities of safety-related-systems and components
~

i listed below were observed and/or reviewed'to ascertain that-activities
i were conducted in accordance with. approved procedures,--regulatory guides __
! and industry codes or standards, and iniconformance with Technical

Specifications.,

i
; The following-items were considered during this review: the limiting 1
i- conditions for operation were met while components-or systems':were
! removed from service;/ approvals were obtained prior to initiating the- ,

L- work; activities were accomplished using approved procedures and.were
: inspected as applicable;-functional _ testing and/or calibrations were
' performed prior to returning components or-systems to= service; quality

control records were maintained; activities were accomplished by
qualified' personnel; parts;and materials used were-properly'_ certified;-

radiological controls were implemented; and fire prevention controls
were implemented.

'

- Work requests were reviewed to determine status of _ outstanding jobs and-
to assure that priority _ was assigned to -safety-related equipment ~
maintenance which could have affected_ system performance.

Soecific Maintenance Activities: Observed:

- Replacement .of. the "A" Residual Heat: Removal heat Exchangers
Bypass. Valve, lE12-F048A:

1)- Work Order;92-2408: Damaged valve cut out.and
. installation of new valve.

2) Work Order 92-2409: Disassembly of the_ internals of -
damaged valve and: assembly of- the' new valve. Retest.
of: reassembled valve by MOVATS (Motor Operated Valvei
Analysis Testing)'.

3) WorkArder 92-2424: ' Hydrostatic ~ test of new valve.

- Work Order 92-2610: ~ Hotwell pump . inlet ' strainer
modi fication.

Wo*k Order 91-2353: Cable replacement in conduit 1R33--

C33008.

6
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No specific deficiencies were identified by the inspectors as a result-

of observations of maintenance activities during this inspection period.
However, an area of concern to the inspectors involved the inadequacy of-
post maintenance cleanup and its impact on plant operation. During this
inspection period, several events occurred due to post maintenance
debris being left in systems. - On June 16 and 17, the plant experienced
condensate system transients as a result of clogged hotwell pump suction
strainers. The strainers were apparently clogged by corrosion products
and material left over from previous maintenance activities. The events
are discussed in detail in Paragraph 5.b of this report. On June 24,
after receiving numerous circulating water pump suction chamber low
level alarms, operators discovered that the pump suction screens were
clogged by debris. The debris was identified as material left over from

; maintenance activities on the cooling tower spray nozzles.

The licensee initiated Condition Reports (CRs) 92-176, 92-179, and;

92-180 to document the results of their investigation into the cause of
these events and corrective actions tsken. The inspectors will review
licensee corrective actions, particularly efforts to improve post

j maintenance _ cleanup, during subsequent routine inspections of
maintenance activities and observations of plant performance.2

No violations or deviations were identified.'

5. Op3 rational lafaty VerifigAtjon (71707)

The inspectors observed control room operations, reviewed-applicable.

logs, and conducted discussions with control room operators during this
inspection period. The inspectors verified the operability of select.ed
emergency systems, reviewed tagout records, and verified tracking of
limiting conditions for operation associated with affected components.,

Tours of the pump houses, control complex, the intermediate, auxiliary,'

reactor, radwhste, and turbine buildings were conducted to observe plant
equipment conditions including potential fire hazards, fluid -leaks, and
excessive vibrations, and to verify that maintenance requests had been"

initiated for certain-piecn of equipment in need of maintenance. The-

inspectors by observation and direct interview verified that the
physical security plan was being impit lented in accordance with the
station security plan.'

The inspectors observed plant housekeeping, general plant cleanliness
conditions, and verified implementation of iadiation protection
controls.

,

a. flant Housekeepina,

In Inspection Report 50-440/92002,-dated March 13, 1992, the.'

inspectors noted a decline in plant housekeeping and cleanliness.
During the current inspection period, the inspectors noted an.
improvement in _ the general appearance of the plant. With few
exceptions, equipment staged during the refueling outage had been
removed and properly stowed. Plant cleanliness of general access
areas was being maintained and efforts to imorove the lighting and
the appearance of certain plant areas were in progress. Though
improvements were noted, some discrepancies were still observed by

7
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the inspectors and corrected by the licensee. Specifically,.

disassembled scaffolding material in the "B" residual heat. removal- ;

pump room and improperly stored ladders and tools-in the reactor--

core isolation cooling pump room, The inspectors. concluded that; a
licensee efforts to improve plant housekeeping resulted in a-

_

,

noticeable improvement. The inspectors will- continue to monitor _i

the licensee's progress.in this area in future inspection-reports,

b. (.o.ndensate System TrjLnsientsg

On June 16 and 17, 1992, the plant experienced condensate system
,

transients due to apparent clogging of the hotwell pump suction' -

strainers. On June 16, the reactor wasiat approximately 49%
..

!! power, with the "A" and "C" hotwell _ pumps- in- service. Following
[ the start of'the "B" condensate booster pump, a hotwell pump low
j discharge pressure alarm was_ received, the reactor-feed pump
: turbine (RFPT)' seal injection pump tripped,~and condensate syster;-.

pressure began to fluctuate. . ' Personnel in- the field-reported'

,

condensate . system pipe movement:and the: control room operators
! noted a decreasing levelJin.the hot surge' tank. Subsequently,-the .

; reactor recirculation pumps wore shifted to slow speed to lower-
_

4 -reactor power. Upon' receiving report.c of high hotwell_ pump "C"

[ suction strainer differential.. pressure (5 psid [34.4 kPa) vice. th'e-

normal of less than 1 psid:{6.89 kPa)), the "B" hotwell pump was-i

; started and the'"C" pump was: secured. Following the hotwell pump-

f -shift, condensate pressure stabilized and the affected systems.
! were restored to normal. A plant 1walkdown.of. accessible
; condensate system piping was conducted., No piping or hanger-

i -damage was observed. The entire. transient lasted about 20
minutes.

: On June 17 a.similar transient occurred with the plant steady
! state-at about 58% reactor power, with the "B" and "C" hotwell
| pumps in service. The hotwell ~ pump low discharge pressure ~ alarm _--

! was receivedEfollowed by a trip of-the RFPT: seal; injection pump
L and a= drop in condensate system pressure. The-transient was

stopped in about 2 minutes with the start of- an additional .hotwell'

r pump. During thertransient, plant operators reported a loud bang
. in the vicinity of the "C" hotwell pump, followed by the handwheel
!- falling off:the discharge valve operator.

'

'

!- .

In response to these' events the licensee initiated CR 92-176 and.
CR192-179 and a manhgement preliminary report to evaluate these- -

: events- The licensee considered the following potential .ca'uses:.

Hotwell- pump discharge Eheck valve sticking open----

Loose part in.hotwell pump _ discharge header-

:

- Leak in the system-
'

Prublem with instrumentation--

- Loose part in hatwell pump suction path
I

. 8
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Based on evaluation of the above potential causes, the licensee.

concluded that the most likely cause was a-loose part in the
hotwell pump suction path. Since the condenser hotwell was not
inspected during the outage and items were known to have been
dropped into the condenser, the licensee considered loose parts as
being the apparent root cause for the events. To collect the
material blocking the suction strainers, the licensee implemented
a medified hotwell pump shutdown procedure. The procedurei

involved the throttling of the pump discharge and suction valves
while securing the pump to capture debris in the strainer. In
addition, the strainers were modified with the installation of
barbed wire to snare soft blockage material (i.e. plastic bags).
The barbed wire was installed to prevent debris from being
backwashed out by reverse flow through the strainer when a pump
was secured.

Licensee efforts to capture debris in the strainers, while
minin.izing plant transients, appeared effective. The debris
collected -included rust and a plastic bottle. Following the
June 17 condensate system transient, no similar events occurred.
The-inspectors noted that during the third refueling outane, the
licensee initiated CR 92-123 documenting various items which were
dropped into the "C" main condenser. Items identified included a
magnsflux can, a plastic squeeze bottle containing acetone, and
various bolts. Due to outage planning constraints, the main
condenser hotwell was not inspected and the debris was left in the
condenser. The inspectors concluded that the apparent root cause
for tb se events was poor post-maintenance restoration and
cleanup, which is discussed in Paragraph 4 of this report. The
inspectors will continue to monitor condensate system performance
and the adequacy of the licensee's corrective actions during
routine inspection of plant activities,

c. IDstallation of a Nonconformina Snubber on the Low Pressure Core
Spray System

On June 11, 1992, the licensee identified that a snubber with
defective bayonet seal material was installed on the low pressure
core spray (LPCS) system on April 16, 1992. The hydraulic
snubber, serial number (S/N) 526, was originally removed from the
residual heat removal system in October 1990. The snubber passed
a functional test but was rejected due to pitting and scratches on
top of the piston rod. Nonconformance report (NR) 90-S-140 was
initiated and the snubber was dispositioned for replacement and
rework. The snubber was subsequently transferred to the not

-

machine shop for repair, in November 1990, the licensee
discovered that certain snubbers Installed in the plant contained
defective bayonet seal material (Nitrile) and were thereby
susceptible to oil leakage and eventual failure. On February 4,
1991, the licensee issued a 10 CFR 21 repcrt to the NRC reporting
the defect. The licensee identified the affected snubbers
installed in the plant and committed to replacing them prior to
restart from the third refueling outage. Snubber S/N 526, which
was in the hot machine shop ' awaiting repairs, also had Nitrile
bayonc = seal material installed. However, since it was not in the

9
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field or in the warehouse,= it was~not identified as L ingN
. -

[ defective.
r . . .

J- In January 1991 snubber S/N 526 was removed from its storage-
location _in the' hot machine shop for a visual inspection prior to-

|' repairs.. That inspection did-not locate- the' previously identified
piston rod pits and scratches.: As a result, the snubber was

,

returned to stock on February 13,:1992. On April 16, 1992,.a-

snubber S/N 526 was reinstalled in the LPCS system. Upon4

; discovery that snubber S/N 526 was' installed in the plant with.
defective bayonet seal material, -the licensee initiated NR 92-S- '

239. The NR dispositioned the snubber-for use-as-is through-
July 27, 1992. This' interim disposition was based on'the-fact.

j that:the snubber passed its functional test and post installation
i visual int 7ection.
!

j In' response to this event, the licensee initiated an investigation
to assess the control of defective snubbers. ' As'a result,' thed

I _ licensee identified eight snubbers containing. unqualified material
!- that were not> segregated, tagged, or otherwise distinguishable
!- from conforming items stored in the hot.machir.a shop. To preclude
: inadvertent 1 issuance of the defective materiri from the hot

machine shop, a stop work notice _was initiat;d;on June 24, 1992.i

L The licensee initiated action to segregate ne material and
; modified administrative procedures to imp sve.the tracking of.
j nonconforming items. At the conclusion _.of this inspection' period-
[ licensee investigation of this matter was in-progress. The stop
j work notice was_ still :in effect pending completion of the
j investigation and the issuance.of a corrective action: plan.

Specific to the installation of nonconforming snubb'er S/N 526 into *

: the LPCS syst m the inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective
|_ actions, -The .spectors concluded that licensee corrective. .

actions, including procedure revisions-and the st_op work. notices,-
F appeared sufficient- to prevent recurrence.- - Criteria XV of-
| Appendix B t0 10 CFR 50 required in part that measures shall be
[ established to control materials, parts. or-components which do

not conform to requirements-in order to preventLthdr_ inadvertent4

! use or installation. Contrary to the above, on April 16, 1992,
F hydraulic snubber S/N 526 containing. nonconforming seal material
:- was installed in the' low pressure core spray system. This is a

violation. This violation was-not cited because-the licensee's-1

1 efforts in identifying and correcting the violation met the'
criteria specified in=Section VII.B-of the " General Statement of

- Policy and-Procedures,710 CFR Part :2, Appendix C -(1992); -

| The licensee initiated an investigation to determine'if broad
~

; programmatic weaknesses existed with respect to the control of
; nonconforming material. Thetlicensee was investigating otherf
i potential areas where nonconforming items could have been issued
l' from other tha., hot machine shop. ~A review was in progress to

determine if-cther items in addition to snubbers may have been
returned to service in;a nonconforming condition as a result of;

i1 program deficiencies. Al so ,: thv program to control nonconforming
i materials was_ being reviewed for other-potential weaknesses. In-

1
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addition, on July 10, the licensee stopped the issuance of any. -
' material received into warehouse stock via the field return

process. This action was taKen to prevent issuance of a
: nonconforming item into the field until the investigation into the

scope of the problem was complete.

Based on review of applicable documentation and discussions with-

licensee Quality Control personnel conducting the investigations,
the inspectors concluded that the licensee's investigation efforts
have been-aggressive. Pending the inspectors review of the
results of the investigations and the resultant corrective action
plans, this will remain an inspection follow-up item
(50-440/92012-01(DRP)).

'

No deviations were identified; however, one non-cited violation and one
inspection follow-up item were identified.

6. Plant Startuo (717111,

During the report period, the licensee completed the plant's third
refueling outage, with the main generator being synchronized to the grid
on June 13. The inspectors observed control room activities during the
plant startup to assess operator control of evolutions, compliance with
plant procedures, operators awareness of plant status, and control room
decorum. The inspectors noted that plant. evolutions were conducted
cautiously and in-accordance with plant. procedures. P1 ant operators.

' were well briefed on plant evolutions and were provided sufficient time
to conduct startup testing and surveillance activities. 0perations
management oversite of the plant startup was supplemented by an
additional shift supervisor or the Operations Superintendent being
stationed in the control room.until the plant achieved steady state,

: conditions. The inspectors concluded that the plant startup was well
controlled by the operators and sufficiently supervised by licensee
management.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Enqineered Safety Features System Walkdowns (7171R).

In addition to routine observations made during regular plant tours, the
inspectors conducted walkdowns of the accessible portions of selected
safety-related systems. The inspectors-verified system operability,

through reviews of valve lineups, system prints, equipment conditions,
and control room indications. The inspectors performed walkdowns of the
following systems during the inspection period.

- . Division 2 Emergency. Diesel Generator'
Division 2 Emergency Service Water-

- Division 2 Residual Heat Removal System
- Division 2 Emergency Closed Cooling System

_As a result of the walkdowns, the inspectors noted the following
deficiencies:

11
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Plant system drawing 302-354 (standby diesel generator iacket water)-
;

diagramri the jacket water keepwarm pump discharge line tapping into the
jacket r ter system differently from that which existed in the field.
Also, t u dead-end runs of jacket water piping and lube oil filter part
identification numbers were not properly illustrated on the drawing.
To correct these deficiencies, the licensee initiated a drawing change
notice (DCN 3771) to update the drawing to the current system
configuration.

The inspectors also noted that a jacket water piping support (02-717-01-
JY) had inadequate bolt thread engagement. Licensee investigation (,f
the discrepancy identified two other supports, 02-717-01-NY and 02-717-
04-FJ, with the same deficiency. The licensee determined that the cause
for the inadequate thread engagement was that 1-1/4 inch (3.18 cm) long
capscrews were installed in the field vice the 1-1/2 inch (3.81 cm) long
capscrews required by the design drawing. The licensec initiated NR 92-
S-34 and dispositioned the affected supports for use-as-is until
reworked prior to the next refueling outage. The licensee based the
disposition' on analysis of the current fastener condition. The licensee
evaluation concluded that the fastener's length of engagement was
sufficient to prevent thread strioping when subjected to design loads.
As a result, tha licensee concluded that the support structure could
function as designed and the operav.lity and function of the diesel
generators was not compromised, in addition to the thread engagement
problem on the jacket water piping supports, the inspectors also
identified a similar thread engagement problem on the flange holddown
bolts on lube oil heat exchanger drain line valves IR4GF501B and
1R46F502B. The licensee initiated work order WO 91-164 and repaired the
problem by replacing the short fasteners with correctly sized fasteners.

The inspectors reviewed licensee documentation and discussed the above
discrepancies with licensee engineering staff. Licensee evaluation of
the drawing and thread engagement deficiencies appeared reasonable and
corrective action to fix the discrepancies appeared adequate, in
addition to correctiag these discrepancies on the Division 2 emergency
diesel generator, the licensee also inspected the Division 1 and 3
diesels for similar problems. Similar problems were identified and
corrected on Division 1. No problems were identified on Division 3.
The inspectors concluded that the licensee's resolution of the
nonconformances was timely and adequate in correcting the discrepancies.

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. Onsite Followen of Events at Ooeratina Pqw_pr Reactors (93702)

a. General

The inspectors performed onsite followup activities for events
which occurred during the inspectirn period. Followup inspection
included one or more of the followig: . reviews of operating logs,
procedures, and condition reports; direct observation of licensee
acticas; and interviews of licensee personnel. For each event,
the inspectors reviewed one or more of the following: the
sequence of actions; the functioning of safety systems required by
plant conditions; licensee actions to verify consistency with

12
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riant procedures and l'conse conditions; and verification of the-

r
nature of the event. Additionally, in some cases, the inspectors ij
verified that licenste inycotigation had identified root causes of 1:

equipment mcHunctiou ano/or personncl errors and were taking or g
had taken appropriite corrective actions. Details of the events
and licensee corrective actions noted duH ng the inspector's
followup are provided in Paragraph b. below.

b. Details -

(1) htor Core isolation Coolina (RClQ_Syltem Isolation

On June 3,1992, at 10:30 p.m., while in Operational
Condition 4, COLD SHUT 00Wil, an unexpected au*omatic
isslation of the RCIC system occurred. Whl.e performing a
reactor coolant system leakage pressure test at the
conclusion of a refuel outage, with the reactor at 161* F -

(71.7 C') and 65 psig (448 kPa), two RCIC steam supply line
valves (1E31f076, -f063) were opened in accordance with the
pressure test instrection. Upon opening these two valves,
system pressu* e decreased slightly from its initial value of
65 psig (448 kPa) to 61 psig (420 kPa). That drop in system
pressure was sufficient to generate a low pressure system
isolation signal.

The Technical Specification trip setpoint for the 1CIC
Steam Supply Pressure . Low" was required to be ? 60 psig
(414 kPa) with an allowable value of 155 psig (379 kPa).
The test procedure in use at the time of the event required
system pressure to be greater than 60 psig (414 kPa) prior
to opening the two RClc steam supply valves. After
confirming proper system isolation, the test procedure was
continued by allowing reactor system pressure to increase to
70 psig (482 kPa) and then opening the first RCIC steam
supply valve (IE51-f063). The second RCIC steam supply
valve glE51-f063) was opened at a system pressure of 98 psig
6676 kPa). fio further system anomalies occorred.

The licensee initiated CR 92-170 to document the results of
their investigation into the cause of the event and the
corrective actions taken. In addition, Licensee Event
Report 92-014 was submitted on July 2, 1992, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.73. The inspectors wili review that report
in a future inspection period.

The licensee informed the llRC Operations Center of this
event at about 1:30 a.m. on June 4, 1992.

(2) Hiah Pressure Core Soray Syst m inoperability

On July 1,1992, at 4:14 a.m., while in Operational
Condition 1, POWER OPERAT10lls, the high pressure core spray
(HPCS) system was declared inoperable due to failure of the
HPCS suppression pool suction valve IE22-f015 to shut.
While attempting to transfer HPCS pump suction from the
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I
stppression pool to it.a condensate storage tank, the IE22--

f015 valve f ailed to close when operated remotely from the
control room. On a second attempt it stroked closed. The
operators then remotely opened the valve and again attempted ,

to close it. The valve failed to stroke close after about
twenty percent of full stem travel. The operators then
reattempted to close the valve and it operated
satisfactorily. As a result of its unreliable operation, >

the valve and the llPCS system were declared inoperable. The
valve was deenergized, tagged out, and Work Order (WD) 92-
2785 was initiated to re) air the valve. Based on initial '

operator nsessment of tio valve failure, the licensee
initiated action to increase the torque switch setting from '

l.0 to 1.75 as corrective action. The torque switch setting t

was increased and the valve was successfully stroked at t

least four times. Based on the satisfactory retest, the i

valve was declared operable at 2:35 p.m. on July 1.

The ins)octors questioned the licensee's engineering staff
as to w1y the valve failed initially and why adjusting the
torque switch was adequate corrective action to ensure that -

the valve would remain operable. As a result or these
discussions, the inspectors noted that the cause for the {F
failure was not known and that apparently no additional !
troubleshooting, other than initial observation of valve :
operation on the morning of July 1, was conducted. In
addition, during retest of the valve following the torque '

switch adjustment, licensee personnel reported that a t

mechanical noise was heard from the valve during the last
twenty percent of full stem movement in the closed
direction. Based on the perceived lack of initial ,

troubleshooting effort on the valve to confirm that
adjustment of the torque switch was an adequate fix, the
inspectors questioned the reliability of the valve.

Due to the inspectors concerns, a teleconference was held
.

July 2 between the licensee and the NRC Region 111 staff to r

discuss the licensee's troubleshooting efforts. As a result i
of that meeting and the licensee's concurrent evaluation of

,

the event, the licensee committed to performing the '

follcwing actions to assess the reliability of the valve: 1

Work Order 92-2801 war generated to investigate the-
-

mechanical interference noise at a later date.

Perform MOVATS testing. I
-

Increase stroke time testing surveillance frequency [-

from quarterly to biweekly for a 6 week period. After ,

the-initial 6 week period is completed, the
surveillance will be conducted every 6 weeks.

- Record stroke time whenever valve is operated.
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,

provide guidance to operators to hold control switch* -

for 2-3 seconds whenever operating valve (provide base
line date and ensure consistency in operation of
valve).

Investigate the valve relay-logic system.-

The licensee conducted liOVATS testing on valve IE22-f015 on
July 8 with satisfactory results. The inspectors will

continue to review and assess the results of the licensee's
program to rnonitor the pterformance of this valve during
routine inspections of the plant's emergency core cooling
systems.

The licensee initiated CR 92-183 to document the results of
their investigation into'the cause of this event and
corrective actions taken. In addition, a Licensee Event
Report was to be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.
The inspectors will review that report in a future4

j inspection period.

,
The licensee informed the NRC Operations Center of this

j event via the ENS at about 4:25 a.m. on July 1.
4

No deviations or violations were identified.-

9. Evaluation of Licensee Self-Assessment Canability (405M1j

1 a. On-Site Review Committee
s

During the report period, the inspectors observed onsite review
coruittee meetings to evaluate that organization's ef'ectiveness,-

for the meeting attended, the inspectors considered tie following
attributes: degree of plant management. involvement.and/or
domination of discussions; if constructive discussion occurred; if4

! the majority of the committee consistently voted the same as the
chairman; if the committee was biased toward operation or safety;

i and, if the committee used design basis, Updated Safety Analysis'

Report ('JSAR), or vendor technical manuals for their
determinations in addition to the Technical Specifications,;

in preparation for the attended meeting, the inspectors reviewed
draft submittals of items that were submitted for_ the on-site

j review committee's approval. Items presented to the on-site
review conaittee included safety evaluations, temporary changes toi

procedures, setpoint change requests, procedural revisions, and
design change _ packages.

. During this report period, the following on-site review committee
| meeting was observed by the inspectors:

Maetina No. Date

92-086 - 06/25/92
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For the meeting observed, the inspectors concluded that the4 .
function of the on-site review committee was effectively i

I
j implemented.

No violations or deviations were identified.

10. Items for Which A " Notice of Violation" Will Not Be Itingd
t

During this inspection, certain activities, as described above in
i Paragraphs 2.b and 5.c. appeared to be in violation of HRC requirements.

However, the licensee identified these violations and they are not being
cited because the triteria specified in Section Vll.B.1 of the " General'

Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
(Enforcement Policy, 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, (1992)), were satisfied.

; 11. Inspection follow-up Item 1

An inspection follow-up item is a matter which has been diset".ed with
the licensee, which will be reviewed further by the inspectors, and
which involves some action on the part of the NRC or licensee or both.
An. inspection follow-up item disclosed during the inspection is
discussed in Paragraph 5.c.

I

12. LEit Interviews

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted in'

Paragraph 1 throughout the inspection period and on July 13, 1992.
The inspectors summarized the scope and results of the inspection and
discussed the likely content of the inspection report. The licensee did,

not indicate that any of the information disclosed during the inspection
could be considered proprietary in nature."
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